DEALBRINGER CONTRACT
Societies
RDB Invest Group SA,
Chemin de la Laiterie 1,
1172 Bougy-Villars,
Switzerland
VATnr: CHE-481.515.215

And
Alcos Bioprod SRL
249 Traian Lalescu Street Loc Samurcasi , County
Romania
VAT nr .RO35617891

CONTRACT SUBJECT
This business-bring contract governs the relationship between the Agent, who is willing to introduce
customers to Alcos Bioprod SRL, who is willing to pay the Agent a commission.
This contract does not establish a working relationship between the parties and does not grant any
exclusivity to the Agent.

INTRODUCING CUSTOMERS
The Agent undertakes to present to Alcos Bioprod SRLcustomers individuals or legal entities.
Beforehand, a pre-trade will have been closed (prices and quantities) with the customer, concerning
one or more products put on sale by Alcos Bioprod SRL
The relationship will be pursued directly between the customer and Alcos Bioprod SRL
without further intervention by the Agent, except in the case of written instructions to the contrary
from the Client.

COMMISSIONS
The commission will be applied from the first deal done between a new customer and Alcos Bioprod
SRL during 2 years.
The commission established is 10%.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
The receivables arising from this contract cannot be transferred to a third party without the prior written
consent of RDB Invest Group SA and Alcos Bioprod SRL.
This contract is subject exclusively to Swiss law. Any disputes arising from or relating to this contract will
be subject to mediation, according to the Swiss Commercial Mediation Regulations of the Swiss
Chambers of Commerce. If no agreement can be reached through mediation within three months of
the appointment of the mediator or if either party withdraws from mediation, the dispute will be
referred to the competent courts of the canton of Vaud. The jurisdiction of the Federal Court is reserved.

Made in Bougy-Villars, Switzerland, on January 29th, 2021.

RDB Invest Group SA,
Chemin de la Laiterie 1,
1172 Bougy-Villars,
Switzerland
VATnr: CHE-481.515.215

Alcos Bioprod SRL
249 Traian Lalescu Street Loc Samurcasi ,
County
Romania
VAT nr .RO35617891

Dimitri Schombourg

Andrei Apetrei

Signature:

Signature:

Bougy-Villars, Switzerland, on January 29th, 2021 County, ROMANIA, on January 29th, 2021

